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CHARACTERTABLE AND BLOCKS OF FINITE
SIMPLE TRIALITYGROUPS 3D4(q)
D. I. DERIZIOTIS AND G. O. MICHLER
Abstract. Based on recent work of Spaltenstein [14] and the Deligne-Lusztig theory
of irreducible characters of finite groups of Lie type, in this paper the character table
of the finite simple groups iD4(q) is given. As an application we obtain a classification of the irreducible characters of iDi(q) into r-blocks for all primes r > 0. This
enables us to verify Brauer's height zero conjecture, his conjecture on the bound of
irreducible characters belonging to a give block, and the Alperin-McKay conjecture
for the simple triality groups }D4(q). It also follows that for every prime r there are

blocks of defect zero in }Di(q).

Introduction. Let G„ -3D4(q) be a simple triality group defined over a finite field
GF(q) with q - p" elements, where p > 0 is a prime number and « is a positive
integer.
In [14] N. Spaltenstein computed the values of the eight unipotent irreducible
characters of G„. Using his results we determine the character table of G„ in §4. In
Theorem 4.3 the nonunipotent irreducible characters of G„ are presented in the form
of precise linear combinations of the virtual Deligne-Lusztig characters RT&, where
© is a linear character of the a-fixed points of a a-stable maximal torus T of the
corresponding algebraic group G. The values of the Deligne-Lusztig characters are

given in Table 3.6.
By Lusztig's Jordan form of the irreducible characters of a finite group of Lie type
[11] each irreducible character x of G„ is of the form x = Xi?M>where t is a
semisimple element of Ga and xu lS a unipotent irreducible character of the
centralizer Cc(t) of t. The group theoretical structure of the centralizers Cc(t) of
the semisimple

elements

t of Ga is given in Proposition

2.2, and of the 7 (up to

Ga-conjugacy) maximal tori 7), 0 < /' < 6, in Proposition 1.2. It follows that Cc(t)
has at most three unipotent irreducible characters, namely the trivial 1, the Steinberg
character St or a unipotent character of degree either qs = q(q + 1) or qs' =
q(q — 1). If t # 1 is regular, we write x, instead of x,,i, in all other cases xr,i> X/,st>
X>1<?i>
Xi.qs- or X/.stst- A complete classification of the irreducible characters of Ga
with their degrees is given in Table 4.4.
On the set of conjugacy classes of semisimple elements t of Ga one can define an
equivalence relation as follows. Two such conjugacy classes ip» and ip» are equivalent if and only if their centralizers Cc(i,) and Cc(t2) are G0-conjugate. If q is odd,
there are 15 equivalence classes with representatives s¡, 1 < / < 15, where s^ = 1
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and s2 # 1 is the unique conjugacy class of involutions of G„. If q is even, the
equivalence class of s2 does not exist, and we have only 14 equivalence classes.
Using the first author's work on the Brauer complex [5] of Gg and the computer, we
obtain in Table 4.4 the numbers of semisimple conjugacy classes of Ga belonging to
a given equivalence class [s¡], 1 < ; < 15. Applying then Proposition 2.2 and
Spaltenstein's characterization of the unipotent conjugacy classes of Ga [14], we can
give in Proposition 2.3 a complete classification of all conjugacy classes of G0. In
particular, we show that the number k(Ga) of all conjugacy classes of Ga is

k(G„) = q4 + q3 + q2 + q + 5,

if2|<7, and

k(Ga) = q4 + q3 + q2 + q + 6,

if 2 \ q.

By means of these results we determine in §5 the distribution of the irreducible
characters of Ga into r-blocks, where r is a prime number dividing the group order
\Ga\. If r = p, then by Humphrey's theorem [10] G„ has only the principal p-block
B0 and a block B of defect zero consisting of the irreducible Steinberg character.
For r ¥=p Theorem 5.9 asserts that each /--block B with defect group D determines,
up to G0-conjugacy, a unique semisimple /-'-element s of G„ such that an irreducible
character x,,„ of G„ belongs to B if and only if i is G„-conjugate to sy for some
V G D, and xu is an irreducible unipotent character of CG(sy) such that syxu
belongs to an /--block B of Cc(sy) with defect group D satisfying B = BG. This

result can be considered to be an analogue of the Fong-Srinivasan characterization
[8] of the /--blocks of the general linear and unitary groups.
In Corollary 5.11 we show that for all primes r > 0 and all /--blocks B of G„ with
defect group 8(B) = GD the number of all irreducible characters of G„ belonging to
B is bounded by k(B) < \D\. This verifies a well-known conjecture of R. Brauer, see
[7], in the case of the simple triality groups. He also conjectured that an /--block B of
a finite group G has only irreducible characters of height zero if and only if its
defect group 8(B) = CD is abelian. In case G = G0 this is shown for all primes r in

Corollary 5.10.
Let k0(B) be the number of irreducible characters of an /--block B of G with

height zero. If 8(B) = CD denotes the defect group of D, H = NC(D), and 5j is the
Brauer correspondent of B in H, then the Alperin-McKay conjecture asserts that
k0(B) = k0(B¡). In the case of G = G0, we verify it for all primes r; see Corollary

5.12.
Another application of Table 4.4 yields that in G0 there are /--blocks B of defect
zero for every prime r > 0; see Corollary 5.1.
Concerning the notation and terminology we refer to the books by Carter [2],
Deriziotis [4], Feit [7], and Lusztig [11].
1. Notations and
algebraic group of
prime field GF(/>)
GF(<7) = F^ be the

known results on 3D4(q). Let G be
Dynkin diagram type D4 over the
= Fp, p > 0. Let q = pm for some
field with q elements. F* denotes

a simple simply connected
algebraic closure K of the
positive integer m, and let
the multiplicative group of

every field F.
Let T be a maximal torus of G, 0 the set of roots of G relative to T,
X = Hom(7\ K*)—the group of rational characters of T, Y = Uom(K*,T)—the
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group of one-parameter subgroups of T. On the real vector space V = Y ® R we
have a Killing form ( , ) which is transferred to an inner product ( , ) on the dual
space F * of K which can canonically be identified with the real vector space X ® R.
If r is a root in 0, the coroot of G associated to r is defined to be the element hr of
Y such that (hr,h)

= 2r(h)/(r,r),

for all h G Y. In V there is an orthonormal

basis {e,, e2, e3, e4} such that the coroots in Y are the vectors ±e, ± e,, 1 < i, j < 4.
We fix the fundamental basis A = {rl5 r2, r3, r4) in $ for which the associated
coroots are h1 = el - e2, h2 = e2 - e3, h3 = e3 - e4, and h4 = e3 + e4, respectively.

Let t be the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram D4 of G with nodes hx, h2, h3,
and A4 such that t: Aj -» h3 -* h4^> hx and r(h2) = h2. Then t induces an
isometry on V which again is denoted by t. The triality automorphism a = rq of G
is induced by t times the field automorphism z -» z' of /C The simple group
3D4(q) = Ga = {g G G|a(g) = g} is called the Steinberg-Tits triality. Its order
\Ga\ = 912(98 + q4 + l)(qb - l)(q2 - 1).
The torus T is a-stable. The restriction of a = qj onto T induces a linear
transformation of V, again denoted by a.

Let h: Hom(X, K*) -> T be defined as follows. For every x G Hom(X,K*),
h(x) = t G T, where x(^) = A(i) for all X g X Then h is an isomorphism.
Let A,, A2, A3, and A4 be the fundamental weights in X. Each element h(x) g 7
can uniquely be written as

A(x)-n*(x*,.„),
1-1
where Xa,,z(a) = zMh,) for /- g $, z g A'*, and where x(^,) = z, for 1 < i < 4.
Let W be the Weyl group generated by all reflections wr at the hyperplanes of V
orthogonal to the coroots hr, r g $. Then a acts on W by o(u') = awo'1 = twt"1.
In particular, o(wr) = wT(r).IF acts also on 7 by wh(x), where ( wx )( A) = x(w_1(A))

for all A g X. Furthermore, wi±j denotes the reflection at the hyperplane of V
orthogonal to the coroot £, + t}.
Let r0 be the highest root of 0, and Â = AU{-r0).
Let J be an arbitrary r-invariant proper subset of Ä, and W the Weyl group of
the torus T. The normalizer of J in W is denoted by Í2,. It is a a-stable subgroup of
W. Two elements wx, w2 G S2y are called a-équivalent if Wj = ww2o(w~x) for some
w g ay. The a-equivalence class of w g ay is denoted by [w], and //'(a^y)
is the
set of all a-equivalence classes [w] of Í2,. The possibilities of J and ß, are given in
Table 1.0, up to IF-conjugacy.
Table 1.0

a,

J
•'0 — {rl> r2' r3< r4l

a7 = i

J\ = {'V3,/-4,-/-(

Œ/, = <^i+4^2 + 3) X (wi-awi+a)

•/2=

®J2=

i'"l^3^4}

¿S = {»2.-•"<>}

ßy, = Oi -3^2 + 4^2-4)

•/4=

Ûy4 = <^l-2>

{-/■()}

y5 = 0

= (Z2)

<Wl + 2> = Z2

a, = if

= z2

X <H-3-4> X (w3 + 4> = (Z2)3

D. I. deriziotis and g. o. michler
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Let ^j be the collection of all a-stable G-conjugates of Cc(x) where x is a
semisimple element of G with r(x) = 1 for all re/,
Then the group Ga acts on #y
by conjugation. If 7 = 0 is the empty set, then Q0 = W, and x is a regular element
of Ga. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the G0-orbits of a-stable
maximal tori of G and the classes of Hl(a, W), see [1, p. 186]. It is known for the

triality Ga =3D4(q) that \Hl(a, W)\ = 7; cf. [14].
Let T be a a-stable maximal torus of G, with Weyl group W = NC(T)/T. If 7" is
a a-stable maximal torus of G, then there is a unique class [w.] g rY^a, IF) with
je {0,1,..., 6} such that T'„is G-conjugate to 77.= T 0 = {i g r | H>ya(í)= i}.

In particular, the element h(x) —nf=1 h(x>,, z,) g T belongs to T¡ if and only if
4

A(x) = Wjoh(x) = El a(Xwt(a,),z,í)/= i
For the sake of simplicity, each element h(x) - Y\4=xh(xh ,z) & T is denoted by
A(x) = (zlt z2>z3>z4)- With this notation we can parametrize all the elements of the

tori Tj.
Lemma 1.1. Let q # 2. Let T be a maximal a-stable torus of G corresponding to the
class [Wj]G H\a, W), j G {0,1,..., 6}, and let T; = TWj„.Then the Weyl group W¡
of Tj is given by

Wr
Proposition

CwJWj) = (w g W\ WW]o(wyl = wj) = NGw(Tj)/Tj.
1.2 (P. C. Gager).

The structure of the maximal tori TJ of Ga and

their Weyl groups W¡ is given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1

w.

[Wj] S W(a.W)

wn = 1 s W

-r

,
.</ ,q- \ i .</ - 1
'() — ¡i?
U-1>Z2'Z1
<z\ 11-1

wl -

y

r0sz„3_,
wl+2

xz »-i

Z iizz\q,q*
M -

-r =1}

,</" \ I ,(</'-!)(</+

D _ 11

^(ï'-lMî+t)

Z, X Z,
^2 - Z(?j+ikí-1)
w3 = "'l +2vv2-3

r, = {(*,,*2.*f*2.(ii-,*2)«+,)l^
'3 = ^q2 + q+l

IV, =

-W,

. ,1V,

T5 = {(z.zi

+ 1 = l}

SL2(3)

X ^q2-q+l

+1,z",z"

T, sZ. î'-^

= -1

SL,(3)

T4 = {(zI,z2,z1-''z2,(z1z21)<'-1)|z^-<'
^4 = 1'q1-q+\

H-5 = «'i_2M'2-3

+«+I = M

X ^</2 + iJ+l

)\z*

-1 +1 = 1)

+i

r6 = {(z1,z2,z1-",z1"J)|zí'¡

+ 1=zr1

= l)

W- s D,

7; = Z(/5 + 1 XZ,„

2. Structure of the centralizers of the semisimple elements and the determination of
the conjugacy classes. For each i'e {0,1,..., 5} let E¡ denote the Dynkin diagram
type of the root system 4>y generated by J¡. Let #y be the collection of all a-stable
G-conjugates of Cc(x), where x is an element of the maximal torus T of G. By
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Corollary 3 of [3] there is a one-to-one correspondence between the G„-orbits of <ëj
and the classes of Hx(o, ay ). Therefore each G„-orbit of % can be parametrized by
a pair (E¡, [w]), where [w] G Hl(o, ay ).
Proposition
2.1. Let i, be a representative of a semisimple conjugacy class sf° of
Ga whose centralizer Cc(s¡) is in the orbit parametrized by the pair (E¡, [w]). Then the
semisimple conjugacy classes are classified in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1
(£,-.[*•])

s¡, q odd

s,, q even

(£'„-[il)

s, -(1,1,1,1)

i, = (i,i,i,i)
í2 = (í.l.í.í),

(£,.[1])

t2 = 1, t * 1

(E2.[l])

i3 = (r,r,f,o,

s} = (/, f.t.t),

t''-1 - 1, t* 1

í4-(M,í«,í«

(£3.[U)

r«"1 = 1, /2 # 1

),

s4 = (t,l,t",t"

),

/"2 + "+1 =l,i#l

í5-

(£«.[1])

j5 =(t,l,t",t"

(U,**,<»),

i*3_ ' = l, f*2*'^1

(£5.[l]>

jV-i

=¡t i

*è(»l.*2.'f.'f ).
,?J-1
if"1 "I. h* \,t\*h,

»I- «2- «!• »1

/</'-' = r|-'
* t2,

= 1, , * 1,
t'{ +1+l

),

= i, ti2 + i+1 * l, /2 * i

tf +"+1 ± U, tf +i'+1 * t\

* t\

(E2,[wl + 2\i

s-, = (t,t-,l,t),

s-, = (t.r.t.t),

t* 1, ti+i = 1

t1 * 1, r«+1 = 1

(Es,[wl

su = (r,/1"«3,/«",/"2),

+ 2])

(t,tl~i

,t«

jiq'-lHq-ll)

(ÎJ,!-»!^])

i, = (r,l,/"'',?''-'),
f2-"+' -1, r#l

(^.[-h-i+iD

i,0-(M.r«.t«

),

^ J ^ ,«+1

= (/,l,r«,f»-1),
-Í+1 =1,

),

,2*1

sl0 = (t,l,t-",t"-),

i''3 + 1 - 1, r«2 -«+1 * 1, t*

1

C3+1 = 1, ti2-i+l

= (t,f

i„ = (f,r« M,/« ,/« ),

(fsd-H-l+zl)

,/"

_ ^ f</3-l

* 1, r2 * 1

*l,f> ,r«'),

,(<;'+!)(</-!)= J_ ¡q \ # J ,<,'+ ! -t l
(£,5,[m'1 + 2w2_,])

i,2-(íl.Í2.'f'2.('r,'2),+

l).

'i2-('i.'2.'f'2.arl'2),+l).

tf+i+i = /f+"+i = i, t. # f.
(£5,[-M'1

+ 2lV2_3l)

i]3

-

t'i.'2-'l

(£5,[h',_2h-2

(£5.[-l])

,])

¿14 = C,t'r+

= (r1,í2,rr"/2,(/1í2-1)""1),

''2-t'l'2

rj'2-"+1 = tf~"+l

-1,/,

X,l'',t'r)

tl'"12

+ i = 1, t * 1

j,5 -

Wl,i2,i,
# f2, i*""'/4

-í+i

_

= (M"

,í2-«+i

=

i,

,

#

,

+1,r",;""),

■"2+ 1 -1,

r*l

'2<<1 .«Í

,«>+! _ r«+t _ , ,2 ^ ,
,</--<;+!

* t2

, ^ t, * U,

1 — ,« + 1

= /f+1 = 1,/f*

1 *r2,r, *t,

' =¡t

Let x g G0 be semisimple contained in the maximal torus T of G. By Proposition
2.3.2 of [4] there is a proper subset J of A such that CG(x) is generated by T and the
root subgroups Xr, r G J.
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Let M = {Xr\ re/}
and let 5 be the connected component of the center of
CG(x). Then M is semisimple, S is a torus, Cc(x) = MS and M n S is finite.
Moreover, the order

\CG¿x)\ = \M0\-\S„\.
Furthermore,
Mou denotes the subgroup of Ma generated
elements. Certainly Mau is a characteristic subgroup of Cc(x).

by all its unipotent

Proposition
2.2. Let s¡ # 1 be a representative of a nonregular semisimple conjugacy class of Ga. The structure of its centralizer C = CG(si) is as given in Tables

2.2a and 2.2b.
In particular,

Ma = Mau for every s¡ ¥= s2.

Table 2.2a. Even q
class

A/

|C:A/„„*5„|
1

SL2(93)

"i-i

SLj(q)

V+i+i

SL,(q)

Zq2 + q+l

if 3 t .

C, C, or C/S„
C = SL2(<?3)XZ,_1

C = SL3O7)X Z,I+.+
</-+«+!
C/S„ = PGL3(<?)

if 31
SL2(<?)

a/'

SL2(^3)

-•q+\

C = SL2(93)XZ,

SU3(9)

V-i+i

C = SU3(i)xZ,i_ï+1

SUj(9)

V-i+1

C/S. = PU3(?)

if 3 t,7+ 1
if 3 | q + 1

i

SL2(9)

class

M„

C = SL2((?)xZ,?,

Table 2.2b. Odd <?
|C:A/„„*SJ

SL2(93)*SL2(i?)
SL2(93

C = SL2(?) X Zi3_i

+1

C, C", or C/S„
C' = SL2(93)*SL2(?)

uq-\

C/Sa = PGL2(9J)

SLjU)

z<r+„+i

C = SL3(<,)xZ?!t,+ ./- i

SL3(</)

z,2 + v+ i

C/S„ = PGL3(9)

if 3 + </- 1
,s4

+1

SL2(<7)

V-i

C/S0 = PGL2(</)

SL2(93)

"«7+1

C/S„ = PGL2(^3)

SU3(</)

-ilf~ - Cf+ 1

C = SU3(9)xZ„

SU3(9)

V-ï+i

C/Sa = PU,(?)

SL2(^)

Z,3 + 1

if 3 t q + 1
if l\q + 1

C/S„ = PGL2(i)
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Proof. In Table 7 of Deriziotis [4, p. 140], for each centralizer CGfs¡) the isogeny
class of the groups Ma and the orders of the cyclic groups Sa are given. Using
similar methods as in Iwahori's paper [1, p. 281], the precise group structure of
CG(Sj) can be determined.
In order to find the mixed conjugacy classes, we use Spaltenstein's [14] results on
the orders of the centralizers CG(Uj) of the unipotent elements u} of G0, with the

following notation. (See Table A.)

Table A
unipotent class

»7

notation of [14]
for even q

3/f,

for odd q

3/i;

A"

D4(ax

A',

d:

DÏ

D4(ax)

Proposition
2.3. G0 has q3 + q2 + q and q3 + q2 + q — 2 mixed conjugacy
classes with representatives s¡ • u¡ = Uj ■s¡ for odd and even q, respectively, where
s¡ ¥= 1 is a representative of a nonregular semisimple and Uj # 1 is a representative of a
unipotent conjugacy class of G„. These mixed conjugacy classes are given in Table 2.4.
Furthermore, ifk(Ga) denotes the number of all conjugacy classes of G'■„,then
*«?.)

=

q4 + q3 + q2 + q + 6,

if q is odd,

q4 + q3 + q2 + q + 5,

if q is even.

Table 2.4
ss
class

unipotent classes of

Number of mixed classes (j,.w .)G,
q odd
q even

ux, u2, u3, u4
u2

4
i(9-3)

k(q- 2)

«j, w3

q2 + q

q2 + q

3)

ï(q'-q7

ï(q - 1)

\(q* -q2-q-2)
\q

«1, «4

q2~q

\(q3-q2

+ q-l)

\(q3-q2

+ q)

3. Deiigne-Lusztig characters. In this section we determine the values of the
Deligne-Lusztig characters of G„ =3D4(q). Concerning the definition and the main
properties of these class functions we refer to Carter [2] and Lusztig [11].
Let T0 be a maximally split torus of the connected reductive group G, X its
character group, and V = X ® R. Then a = qj acts on V. The relative rank rel rank
G of G is the number of eigenvalues of a on F which are equal to q; see Carter [2].
Definition.
ec = (_i)««i»nko<

By Corollary 6.5.7 of [2], ec = eT = 1 in our case Ga =3D4(q).
Lemma 3.1. Let s # 1 be a semisimple element of G0 = 3D4(q). Then its centralizer
CG(s) has sign ec ,s) which is given by Table B.
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Table B
class s
cCc(i)

'12

■1

11111

1

M3

•14

1111

Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 6.5.7 of [2].
Let í bea semisimple element and T a maximal torus of G„. Then as in group
theory we write s gc T, if sg g T for some g g G0. In the following, C(s) denotes
the centralizer CG(s). If 0 is a linear character of T, then RT e is the corresponding
Deligne-Lusztig character of G„. For any unipotent element u g G0 the Green
function Qt- has value ör(M) = Rt,i(u)- ^ i* is necessary to indicate the ambient
group we also write Qj(u) and Rjq.
For the sake of completeness the following subsidiary result is given.
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a maximal torus of Ga =3D4(q) with Weyl group WT. Then
for every linear character 0 of T and every x = su g G0 in Jordan form the
Deligne-Lusztig character R%& has value

RTq(x)

( tcu^ACi*)!/>'=,
@(s)
\T\

if u = 1 and s Gc T,

\@(s)Q^x(u)

ifu + l and s

0

T.

ifs £Gü T,

where

1

@(s)

£

\CW (s)\

@(wsw-x).

,elCr

With the notation of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 we state
Lemma 3.3. Let s + 1 be a semisimple element of Ga =3D4(q) and u a unipotent
element of C(s). Let T be a maximal torus of G0 contained in C(s). Then the values
QT(u) of the Green functions of C(s) are given by

(a) QT(u) = 1, if s g (Si)G-and i g {3,5,7,10}.

(b)
C(s2)

Qrn

Qt,
Or.

î+1
\-q
q+l
l-q

q
3
q

1
+ i

i-<?3
i

V

(c)
C(s9)

C(s4)

Qt,
Qt,

1 + 2<7

Qt,

1
l-q

Qt4

Qn

l
q+l
l-2q
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Proof. Every Green function QT is a linear combination of the unipotent
characters of C(s). Using then the character tables of SY2(q), SY3(q), SU3(q) of [6
and 13] it is easy to compute the gi/en values of QT(u), because Proposition 2.2
gives the group structure of C(s).
With the notation of Propositions 1.2 and 2.1 we state the following result.
Lemma 3.4. Let q + 2 and s be a semisimple element. Then for 0 < j < 6, the
centralizer Cw(s) of s in the Weyl group Wj is as given in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4
C„

(s)

rV(G2)= Dn
Z2 x Z2

■W{T¡ >{S)

-w<r2)V(*) | cw(r3)(-s) | cmrA)(s)

q»-z3
Z2 x Z2

Z, x z,

\ C-mTs)

(.v)

08 ■Z3

-mrt■.)(')
W<G2) = Dl2

Z2 X z2

z,
Z2

z,
z,

1

z,

z2
1

z2

s,

s3

z.

z.
1

-sis

In the following subsidiary result H XI Í/ denotes the semidirect product of the
normal subgroup H with the subgroup U of the finite group X.
Lemma 3.5. Let q = 2. Lei s be a semisimple element and W¡ = NG (T)/T,
0 < j < 6. 77)e« iAe centralizer Cw(s) of s in W¡ is as given in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5
Gw{Ta)(s)

GmT¡)(s)

SL,(2) xt Z2 Z, x Z,

C,y(7-2)(s)

GW{t3)(s)

CmTt)(s)

SL2(2) X Z

ÔK.-Z,

08 ■Z.3

CWiTi)(s)

CW{Tt^(s)

W(C2) = D12

SL3(2)
1

s3

z

Proof. Since no root vanishes on the tori Tx, T3, T4, T5, and T6 the proof of
Lemma 3.4 remains valid for these cases by Veldkamp's theorem [15].

By Proposition 2.2 H = CG(T0) = SL3(2) X Z7. Propositions 1.2 and 2.1 imply
that NC(T0)/H - Z2. Thus NGfT0) = SL3(2) Xi Z2. The remaining cases are proved
similarly.
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In order to give the values of the Deligne-Lusztig characters RTQ we introduce

the following
Notation. For a a-stable maximal torus
Hom(r„,C*).
The linear character of
isomorphism will be denoted by s.
Let Tj be a maximal torus of Ga, 0 < j
semisimple conjugacy class of G„, where i

T of G we fix an isomorphism TB — fa =
Ta corresponding to s g Ta under this
< 6, and s¡ g 7} be a representative
G {2,3,..., 15}.

of a

Table 3.6. Deligne-Lusztig characters
(«73+ 1)(9 + 1)t,0,,(í2)

(«7 + l)lo,,(-S2)

(<73 + l)7)o,,(i2)

10,7(^2)

10,7(^2)

-(<73 + 1)(? - 1)11.7^2)

-(•7 - 1)11,7(^2)

(q3 - l)iju(*2)

11,7(^2)

1l./(*2)

-(c?3-l)(i?+l)1)2,,(52)

(<7+1)ij2,,(í2)

-(?3-

12,7(^2)

T/2,/(i2)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

"(«? - I)l6,7(î2)

-(<?3 -

VeAs2)

16,7(^2)

i = 2,3,4,5,6
Ri,
2,4,5,7, Í

l)r)2,,(s2)

i = 2,3,9,10,11

i = 4,12
l4.«

i = 9,13
i = 14
(<73-

!)(?-

1)7)6.,(52)

1)1)6,,(52)

i = 2,7,9,10,15

(q2 + l)T)o,,(53)

T,0,(í3)

(<? + IK,?2 + q + l)i)0,,(í4)

(2<j + 1)î|0.,(î4)

i)0/(í4)

0

0

-(í?3 - 1)t)1;(s4)

11,7(^4)

1l,7(J4)

-(<73 - l)ifc,,(*3)

12,(^3)

0

0

0

0

0

(9 - l)(92 - l)t|3-,(í4)

-(<?"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,3,4,5,6

¡ = 2,4,5,7,!
2,3,9,10,11
«3.7

l)7,3,(54)

T,3,,(í4)

; = 4,12
1 = 9,13

i = 14

i = 2,7,9,10,15
J5"l

%

s-,u2

s7

Sg

(7J+ l)T)0,,(í5)

7)0,(i5)

T)0/(56)

0

0

0

-(9 - l)ni,¡(í5)

11.7(^5)

0

(<73+ 1)1i,,(í7)

11,7(^7)

1i./(*b)

0

0

0

0

0

h,

0

0

0

0

0

«4.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-(<73 - l)i)6,,(í7)

i)6,(s7)

0

x0.i

/ = 2,3,4,5,6
1 = 2,4,5,7,8
«2.7

1 = 2,3,9,10,11

i = 4,12
7 = 9,13

«5,

1■= 14
«6,

7 = 2,7,9,10,15
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Table 3.6 (continued)
s9u4

0

o

00

o

0

o

00

o

(<?3+ i)n2,(H)

12,7(^9)

l2.,(í9)

o

o

00

-(«7 + 1)(í72 - l)T|4.,(i9)

(q + 1)í)4,,(í9)

r,4,(i9)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,3,4,5,6
i = 2,4,5,7,
(1 + l)V2.i(sU>)

V2.t(sl0)

7 = 2,3,9,10,11
«3,,

o

i = 4,12
fi 4.,

i = 9,13
«5.7

i = 14
-(<?-

1)(<72- <7+'l)l6,«(J9)

"(2<7- í)Vt,j(s<¡) %j(s9)

-(<?-

l)tf6,¡(»,o)

lo./^io)

7 = 2,7,9,10,15
»15

»12

i = 2,3,4,5,6
«i,

0

o

o

o

o

0

o

o

o

o

12,7^1

o

o

o

o

0

•»3,í(*12)

o

o

o

o

o

WS13)

o

o

o

o

o

>Î5.7(»1.

o

o

o

o

o

l6./(*Í5)

I

f,(sw),

7 = 2,4,5,7,8
«2,,

i = 2,3,9,10,11
i = 4,12
7 = 9,13

h,

i = 14

i = 2,7,9,10,15

We set Rj¡ = RT s and

•VA*)

\CwjU)\ *"^Wj

where W- is the Weyl group of T.

4. The irreducible characters. By Spaltenstein's paper [14] the character values of
the unipotent irreducible characters of the triality groups 3D4(q) are known. In this
section we determine the remaining irreducible characters of G„ by means of the
Deligne-Lusztig theory; see Lusztig's book [11].
G„ is isomorphic to the fixed points G*» of the triality endomorphism a* of the

adjoint group G* of type D4, which is dual to G; see [2, p. 112]. As G* has a
connected center, Lusztig has shown in [11] that there is a bijective map x ~* (x.<iX»)
between the irreducible characters x °f Ga and pairs (Xs>X«)> where x5 is a
semisimple character of G„ and \u is a unipotent character of the centralizer C(s) of
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a semisimple element s g G. Furthermore,
conditions:

(4.1)

this bijection satisfies the following

X(l) - X,(1)X„(1),

(4-2)

(x^TRT.e)c„

= {Xu^c(s)ETRr.i)c(Sy

because ec = 1 by Corollary 6.5.7 of [2].
The unipotent irreducible characters of SY2(q') are the trivial character 1 and the
Steinberg character St. Following the notation of Simpson's and Frame's [13]
character tables, besides 1 and St the groups SL3(<7) and SU3(<7)each have another
unipotent irreducible character denoted by xqs and Xqs'<respectively, where s = q

+ 1 and s' = q - I.
Using now the notation of Proposition 2.1 for the semisimple conjugacy classes
s¡ ¥= 1, 2 < i < 15, and the structure of the centralizer C(s¡) given in Proposition
2.2, every irreducible character x = (xs> X«) OI C„ =3D4(q) which is not unipotent
can (up to conjugation) be uniquely denoted by

x=

x,>

if X = (X/> 0)' and */ is regular

X;,i>

if X = (Xs ' l)> an(i si ^ 1 is not regular

X;,st>

ifx = (xvst)

Xi,qs >

if X = {Xs^Xqs)

Xi ,qs''

if x= (x^.x,,-)

X/.StSt'

if 7 = 2 and St, St' denote the

Steinberg characters of SY2(q3),
SL2(<7), respectively.
We keep Spaltenstein's [14] notation of the unipotent irreducible characters of G0.
Their values are given in [14].
Therefore the following result and the table of the Deligne-Lusztig characters
complete the character table of G0.

Theorem 4.3. With the values of the Deligne-Lusztig characters R¡ j given in Table
3.6, the values of the nonunipotent irreducible characters x of Ga are determined as

follows.
(a)

X2.1 =4-(*o,2

X«,

+ R2.2 + R1.2 + «6,2)

= 4-(*0,2 - *2,2 + Ria - R6l)

X2.se= LÁRoa+ R2a~ Ri,2- K2)
X2,StSt' = 4(-Ko,2 ~ R2¿

(b)

X3,l = l(R0.3

+ R2j)

X3,St = Í(^0,3

~~ Ä2,3)

~ Ä1.2 + ^6,2)
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(c)

X4.i=i(^+3ÄM
X4,St = 6 («0,4

+ 2Ä3i4)
~~ 3Ä14 + 2R34)

Xi.qs = 1(^0,4 _ R3¿)

(d)

(e)
(f)

Xsi-H*o*

+ Ris)

X5,St = 2 («0,5

~~ «1,5)

Xe=R

0,6

X7.1 = -1(^1,7

+ R6.i)

X7,st = -2(^1,7

_ «6,7)

(g)

X8 = --«1,8

(h)

X9.1 = "H«6,9

+ 3*2,9 + 2/?4,9)

X9.S. = Kä6,9-3ä2i9
X9,<75' = -3(Ä6,9

(i)

+ 2ä4i9)

~ R4.9)

XlO.l =-H*2.10

+ *6,lo)

XlO.St = -2(*2,10

_ «6,10.)

G)

Xll = "«2,11

(k)

Xl2 = «3,12

(0

Xl3 = «4,13

(m)

Xl4

(n)

Xl5 = «6,15

= «5,14

Proof. Let C(s2) be the centralizer of the unique involution s2 + 1 in case q is
odd. Its commutator subgroup C(s2)' = SL2(773)*SL2(t3) by Proposition 2.2. Since
the central involution j2 0I C(s2) is in the kernel of each unipotent irreducible
character of C(s2)' the Green functions of C(s2) are given by

Rrlf = (1 + St)®i1 + St')
= 1 ® 1 + St ® 1 + 1 ® St' + St ® St',

*tÎ,Ï)= (1 + St)®(1- St')
= l®l

+ St®l-l®St'-St®

St',
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«7VÍ)= (1 - St) ® (1 + St')

= 1 ® 1 - St ® 1 + 1 ® St' - St ® St',

«rf?i>= (1 - St)®(l - St')
= 1 ® 1 - St ® 1 - 1 ® St' + St ® St'.
By Lemma 3.1 eC(Ji) = 1. Therefore we obtain from (4.2) the equations
«0.2 = X2,l + X2,St + X2,St' "l~ X2,StSf
«1,2 = X2,l + X2,St ~~ X2,St' ~~ X2,StSf

«2,2 = X2,l ~~ X2,St ~*~X2,St' ~~ X2,StSt'>

«6,2 = X2.1 ~ X2,St ~~ X2,St' + X2,StSt'-

This system of linear equations has the unique solution given in assertion (a).
The unipotent irreducible characters of SY3(q) are 1, St, and xqs- By Simpson
and Frame [13, p. 492], and Proposition 2.2 they extend uniquely to unipotent
irreducible characters of C(s4). Therefore the Green functions of C(s4) are given by

R%? = 1 + 2Xqs + St,

Rffi = 1 - St,
R%? = 1 - Xqs + St.
By Lemma 3.1 eC(J, = 1. Therefore we obtain from (4.2) the equations
«0.4 = X4,l + ¿Xï.qs

+ X4,St'

«1,4 = X4.1 — X4,St'
«3,4 = X4,l _ X4.qs + X4,Sf

This system of linear equations has the unique solution given in (c). Using the same
methods we obtain the assertions (h), (b), (d), (f) and (i).
By Corollary 7.3.5 of [2] eCis)RT¡ is irreducible, if s¡ is a regular element of G0.
This completes the proof.
Proof of Table 4.4. The classification of the irreducible characters xJiU follows
from (4.1) and Proposition 2.2. Their degrees are computed by means of (4.1) and

Theorem 8.4.8 of [2].
The numbers of irreducible characters in each family xs,« equals the number
N(E¡, [w]) of conjugacy classes of the semisimple elements s¡ defined in Proposition

2.1. Let w g Q,j and
T(w,J,)=
Define

Zj(w)

{t^T\Wo(t)

= [y g ñy | y~lwa(y)

= t,Cw(t)=

Wj).

= w}. Then Lemma 3.1 of [5] asserts that

N(El,[w])'=\T(w,Ji)\/\ZJ(w)\.
As G is simply connected, Theorem 3.3 of [5]
applies. Therefore \T(w,J¡)\ = FwJ(q), where FwJ(X) is a polynomial with integral
coefficients and degree deg(FwJ(X)) = 4 - \J¡\. In particular, deg(Fl 0(X)) = 4.
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Table 4.4. Degrees and numbers of irreducible characters of 3D4(q)
character

degree

11

number, q even

number, q odd

1

1

0

1

i(9-2)

5(4-3)

i(<72 + «7)

!(«V2 + «7)

\(q'

l¡(q2 - q1 - q - 3)

[e,]
[e2]
St

q(q4-q2
+ l)
q\q* - q2 + 1)
«712

Pi

1?V + 1)2

p2
3£)4[-l]
3Q4[1]

W(q+
D2(«74-</2 + 1)
J«,3(<73- l)2
U3(«7- D2(«74 - «72+ 1)_

X2.1

<?" + «?4 + 1

X2.s.
Xisf

q\q* + q* + l)
q(q*- + q'+D

X2.S.SI-

«A«?" + I4 + 1)_

X3j
X3.S.

(<?+l)(«7* + <i4+ 1)
q\q + Wq* + q* + \)_

X«,i
X4S,

(<?3 + l)(<?2-ï
+ l)(</4-î2
,3(<?3 + l)(<72-<7+l>(<f4-<i2

X4.„

«?(<?3+ Dhq'-q2

Xjj

(</3 + l)(l78 + <?4 + l)

X5.S,

«7(«73+ 1)(«78+ ■?"+ 1)_

X6

(«?+ 1)(<73+ l)(«78 + <?4+ 1)

i(?4-4«73

X7.1

(q - lXq* + q' + 1)

|«J

i(<7 - D

X7,s,

«?3(«7-D(/

X»

(«7- IX«?3 + l)(<?8 + <?4+ 1)

\(qi-2q)

^q'-lq+l)

X,.,
X9,s.
X«.,,,-

(«T - 1)(<T + q+ l)(q* - q2 + 1)
<73(<73-D(«?2 + «í + l)(<?4-<?2 + 1)
«7(«73- l)2(q'-q2
+ 1)_

ît«/2-«?)

î(«72-«ï)

Xio.l

(<?3 - 1)(7/" +</4 + 1)

!(«?'' - «?2+ «?)

§(?3-<72

Xio.s,

«/(«?' -!)(«?"+

Xn

(«7+ D(«?3-lX«7,' + <?4+ l)

;(«?4-2«73)

4(<74- 2«73+ 1)'

Xi2

(«7-

¿(«y4 + 2q} - q2 - 2q)

2'4(/

+ 2qi - q2 - 2q)

Xl,

(q + D2(«73 - D2(«74 - «72+ 1)

j4(q'-

^iq*

- 2g3 - «?2+ 2q)

X,4

(q" - I)2_Ul4-Q2)_Uq'-q2)_

Xi5

(<? - IX«?' - DI?" + «?" + 1)

+ 1)
+ l)

+ 1)_
- q1 - q - 2)

+ 2</2-2<7 + 12)

,L2(</4- Aq' + 2q2 - 2q + 15)

+ «?" + 1)_

D2(«?3+

+ ,r/-l)

«?"+ 1)_

l)2(«?4-«?2

+ l)

2q' ~ q2 + 2q)

¿(«i4 - 2<f3 + 2q2 - 4q)

'2(«/4-

2<,3 + 2q2 - Aq + 3)

Using properties of the Brauer complex of G in [5] the first author introduced a
method for finding the polynomial FwJ(X) for fixed w g Üj and J¡. As an example
we employ this method for the computation of Fx 0(X), i.e., w = 1 g ñy = W.

The a-conjugacy class [1] of 1 in B0 = W consists of 16 elements w g W by
Proposition 2.1. Let « = n(w) be the order of wt"1. Since 0 <£J5 = 0 case (A) of

[5] applies. Thus we have to find the number k(l, 0, q) of all y g Fg Hom( A^*, 7")
satisfying the following 16 systems of inequalities:

"S ?'(wt-1)' +1(0)(t-1(>')) > 0 for y = 1,2,3,4,
i-0

"¿\i(wT-1)'+1(ro)(T-1(>'))<9',-l.
7= 0
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By [5] k(l, 0, q) = Fl 0(q). Since Fl 0(X) is an integral polynomial of degree 4, its
coefficients are easily found by interpolation, if these numbers k(l, 0,q) can be
determined for five different choices of q. In case q is odd, we get the following
numbers:

F\A<l)

3

5

7

9

11

0

15

94

317

796

Thus interpolation yields that Fl0(X)

= q4 - Aq3 + 2q2 - 2q + 15.

As |Z0(1)| = |Z,5(1)| = [Wa\=' 12, it follows that
N(E5,l)

= ±(q4-4q3

+ 2q2+l5),

which is the number of regular conjugacy classes of Ga intersecting T0 nontrivally.
For even q, we interpolate at q = 2,4,8,16 and 32. Then the same method applies
here as in all other remaining cases.

5. The blocks of irreducible characters. Let r > 0 be a prime number. In this
section we determine the distribution of the irreducible characters x,,„ of G„ = 3D4(q)
into /--blocks. As an application we then obtain the validity of R. Brauer's height
zero conjecture, his conjecture on the number of irreducible characters in a block,
and the Alperin-McKay conjecture for this class of simple groups.
Let R be a complete discrete rank one valuation ring with maximal ideal
max(Ä) = wR, residue class field F = R/ttR of characteristic r > 0, and quotient
field S = quot( R ) of characteristic 0 such that S and F are splitting fields for the

finite group G. The block ideals of the r-block B of G in the group algebras FG, RG
and SG are denoted by B, B and Bs = B ®R S respectively. In particular, B = B
®Ä F. The number of simple SG-modules of Bs is denoted by k(B), and k0(B) is
the number of irreducible characters x of Ga belonging to B with height ht x = 0.
The number of irreducible modular characters of B is 1(B).

Let B be an r-block of a finite group G with defect group 8(B) =GD. Yet
H = NC(D) and C = DCG(D). By Brauer's first main theorem there is a unique
block Bl of H with defect group 8(BY) = D such that B = Bf; it is called the
Brauer correspondent of B in H.
The Alperin-McKay conjecture claims that k0(B) = k^B^). Brauer conjectured
that in general k(B) sg \D\, and his height zero conjecture says that k0(B) = k(B) if
and only if 8(B) is abelian.
Let B be an /--block of a finite group G with defect group 8(B) = CD. Then by
Brauer's extended first main theorem there is a block b of C = DCG(D) with defect
group D such that B = bc. Any such block b of C is called a root of B. By
Corollary 4.6 of [7, p. 204], b contains exactly one irreducible character x, which
has D in its kernel. This character x.s of b is called the canonical character of the
block B. If H = NG(D), then xs is uniquely determined by B up to //-conjugacy.
The inertial subgroup TH(b) ={xg//|
bx = b} = TH(xs) = {x g H \ xxs = Xs}-

By Theorem 4.3 every irreducible character x of G„ =3D4(q) is of the form x,,u>
where i is a representative of a semisimple conjugacy class of G„, and where x„ is an
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irreducible unipotent character of CG(t). We now study the distribution of the
irreducible characters of Ga into /--blocks B of G„. Such a block B is called
unipotent, if B contains a unipotent character of G„.
Corollary

5.1. (a) For every prime number r > 0, G0 =3D4(q)

contains r-blocks

of defect zero.
(b) If r +2,

then Ga contains unipotent r-blocks of defect zero.

Proof. Let r" be the order of a Sylow r-subgroup of Ga. Then by Lemma 4.19 of
[7, p. 159], an irreducible character x of G„ belongs to an /--block B with defect

d(B) = 0 if and only if r" | x(U- Hence (b) follows immediately from Table 4.4.
If r | q, then (a) holds by Steinberg's tensor product theorem. Let r + q. From (b) it
follows that we may assume that r = 2. Then by Table 4.4 the \(q4 - q2) irreducible characters Xw yield 2-blocks of defect zero.
Lemma 5.2. Let r be a prime number, r <£ [2,1, p}. If D J= I is a defect group of an
r-block B of Ga, then either D is cyclic or a Sylow r-subgroup which is abelian and
generated by 2 elements.

Proof. As r £ (2,3, p}, G„ has an abelian Sylow r-subgroup S by Corollary 5.19
of [1, p. 212]. Proposition 1.2 asserts that S has at most two generators.
If D is not cyclic, then by Theorem 9.2 of [7, p. 231], there is a central element

1 # x g D and an /--block b of CG(x) such that B = bG- and both blocks B and b
have defect group D.
Using the character tables of SL2(<7),SL3(t7), and SU3(í7) given in [6 and 13] it is
easy to see that each r-block b1 of any of these groups has a Sylow r-subgroup as
defect group o(¿>,), if 8(bx) is not cyclic. Therefore Proposition 2.2 implies that
à(b) = G D is a. Sylow r-subgroup of G0. This completes the proof.

Proposition 5.3. Let q be odd, and let 2" be the highestpower of 2 dividingq - 1
or q + 1 if q = 1(4) or q = 3(4), respectively. Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of SY2(q)
contained in a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G„, and let Z be a cyclic 2-subgroup of Q of
order \Z\ = 2a. Then P contains an involution x such that S = {Q,x} is a semi-

dihedral subgroup of P of order \S\ = 2a +1.

If B is a 2-block of G„ with defect group D + 1, then one of the followingholds:
(a) D = GP if and only if B = B0 the principal 2-block of G„.
(b) D = S * Z.
(c) D = S.
(d) D = Z X Z.
(e) D is isomorphic to a Klein four subgroup of P.
(f) D is a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup of a cyclic maximal torus of Ga.

Proof. G„ has only one class of involutions s2 + I by Proposition 2.1. Let
C = CG(s2). Then by Proposition 2.2 C' is the central product SL2(í¡í3)*SL2(í7).
Hence a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G„ contains a central product of two isomorphic
generalized quaternion groups Q, and \P : Q * Q\ = 2.
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By Proposition 2.2 the defect group D of B may be chosen such that s2 g Z(D).

Thus K = DCG(D) <GC. Let b be a root of B in K. Then 8(b) = KD and 5 = bG°.
Furthermore, Bx = t3c exists by Lemma 6.1 of [7, p. 209], and 8(BX) = D, because
B = BG° = (bc)G- = bG°.

By the character table of U= SY2(q) [6, p. 228], we know that the principal
2-block B0(U) of U is the only 2-block of U with defect group Q, and that all other
2-blocks of U have either the center Z(Q) of order \Z(Q)\ = 2 or a cyclic group Z
of order 2" > 4 as a defect group. Up to isomorphism g is also a Sylow 2-subgroup

of SY2(q3). As C = SL2(<7)*SL2(43), each block A of C' with defect group
8(A) = £ is mapped onto a block t(,4) of C = C'/{s2} = PSL2(9) X PSL2(<?3)
with defect group o(t(^))

= E/[s2}.

Hence E is isomorphic to one of the 2-sub-

groups Q * Q, Q * Z, g, Z * Z, Z, or Z(0). Since |C: C"| = 2 Green's theorem [7. p.
107] implies that every 2-block A of C' induces up to a 2-block B' = Ac of C. By
Theorem 3.14 of [7, p. 201] 8(B') n C = 8(A) = E. Using now the group structure
of P and C the assertions (b)-(f) follow.
Furthermore,

by Brauer's third main theorem the principal 2-block B0 of G is the

only 2-block of highest defect.
Proposition

5.4. Let 3 \ q. If B is a 2-block of G„ with defect group D, then one of

the following statements holds:
(a) D is nonabelian if and only if D is a Sylow 3-subgroup of Ga.
(b) D is a noncyclic Sylow 3-subgroup of a maximal torus of Ga.
(c) D is a cyclic Sylow 3-subgroup of a cyclic maximal torus of Ga.

Proof, (a) Let B be a 3-block of G„ with a nonabelian defect group D. Either
3|^-lor3|77+l.
Suppose that 31q - 1. By Theorem 9.2 of [7, p. 231], there is a
central element 1 + x g D of order 3 and an /--block b of C = CG(x) such that

B = bG°, and D is a defect group of b. By Proposition 2.2, C = SL3(<7)* Z, where
Z is a cyclic group with |Z| = í72-f-í7+l,
and where the cyclic group C/C' of
order 3 acts trivially on Z. By the character table of [13, p. 487], only the principal

3-block of U = SL3(<7)has a Sylow 3-subgroup D1 of U as a defect group. Since 3
divides \Z\ only to the first power, C has \(q2 + q + 1) blocks bY with defect group
DX, and all other blocks of C' have abelian or cyclic defect groups. As C/C' acts

trivially on Z, it follows from Theorem 3.14 of [7, p. 201], that each 3-block (¿>j)cof
C has a Sylow 3-subgroup P of C and thus of G0 as a defect group. By Proposition
2.2 all other blocks b2 of C have abelian or cyclic defect groups. Hence D = G P and

b g [(bx)c} by Lemma 9.1 of [7, p. 230].
Because of Proposition 2.2 the same argument can also be applied in the case of
3 \q + 1. The converse implication is trivial.
So we may assume that D is abelian. The assertions (b) and (c) follow from
Propositions

1.2 and 2.2 and the definition of a defect group, see [7, pp. 126 and

231].
Lemma 5.5. Let Ta be a maximal torus and D a Sylow r-subgroup of Ga contained in
T, where r + p. Let s G Ta be an r'-element of Ta, and let s denote the linear character
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of T corresponding to s. Then for every y G D the Deligne-Lusztig characters RT,7¿ and
RTj agree on allr'-elements x g G„.

Proof. Let the /-'-element x = tu g G0 be in Jordan form, where i is semisimple
and u is unipotent. By Lemma 3.2

£c")£r|C(0^(i),
RG~(x)

if« = l,andiGcr,

= {~

sy{t)QT(t){u),

• if m# l,andí

0,

eG<7\

if í £ c r,

where

•>t(0 = ■;-r

E

|Ctf(7-)(0|

^(wíw-1),

H-eW(T)

and IF(7) = NG(J)/T. As i' = wiw'1 g 7 is an /-'-element for each w g IF(7),
y(t') = 1 for each y g D, because D is a Sylow r-subgroup of 7. Therefore
sy(t) =-

E

5(h'íh'-1)j)(wíw"1)

|CV(7-)(0| H-eM/(D
£

s^ivv"'1)

= s(t).

|CV<7-)(0 | ivs»-(r)
Hence RG~(x)

= RGJ(x).

Proposition
5.6. Let B be an r-block of Ga with a cyclic defect group 8(B) = G D
=t=1. Then the following assertions hold:
(a) D is a Sylow r-subgroup of a cyclic maximal torus T of Ga such that D < T < C

= CGfD).
(b) B is either the principal r-block of Ga or B determines (up to G„-conjugacy)
uniquely a regular r'-element s of Ga contained in T such that 6 = eceTRc- ¡ is the
canonical
(c) B
Coxeter
with 1 ^

character of a root b of B in C.
is the principal r-block of Ga if and only if D is the Sylow r-subgroup of the
torus T5 of Ga, and B has 4(\D\ — 1) exceptional irreducible characters xv
y G D, and 4 nonexceptional irreducible characters which are the 4 unipotent
characters 1, St, p1 and 3D4[-l].
(d) If B is a nonprincipal r-block of Ga, then an irreducible character x, u °f Ga
belongs to B if and only if t ~ G sy for some y G D, and xu >s a unipotent irreducible

character of CG (sy) such that syxu belongs to an r-block ß of CG(sy) with B = ßG.
If y =£ 1, then sy is regular in Ga and x,,u = Xsv ¡s an exceptional character ofB. If
s is regular in Ga, then xs ¡s me onfy nonexceptional character of B. Otherwise xs.\
and Xs.st are me nonexceptional characters of B.

PROOF. By Humphreys' theorem [10] r + q. So, if q = 2, then r g {3,7,13}. In
each case \D\ = r, and all assertions are easily verified by means of Propositions 1.2,
2.2 and Table 4.4. Thus we may assume also that q =£ 2. Let e be the smallest

integer such that r \ qe - I. Then e g {1,2,3,6,12}.
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(a) By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 we may assume that r £ {2,3}. Let C = CG(D).
By Dade's theorem [7, p. 270], there is an /--block b of C with defect group D such

that B = bG. Then by Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 5.19 of [1, p. 212], D is contained
in a maximal torus Tof G„ such that T < C = CG(D). Let x + 1 be a generator of

D.
If x is regular in Ga, then CG(x) = T, and b is an r-block of T with defect group
D. Hence D is a Sylow /--subgroup of T. Thus T is a cyclic Coxeter torus T5 of G„
by Proposition 1.2.
Suppose that x is not regular. Let e = 1. Then by Proposition 2.2 there is an
r-block />! of Cj = CG(s3) or of C2 = CG(si) with defect group 8(b^ = /), because
/• =£2, and x G Sa = Z j or * g S„ = Zj,,
Since all r-blocks of SY2(qk),
k g {3,1}, either have a Sylow /--subgroup as a defect group or have defect zero, it
follows that D is a Sylow r-subgroup of Sa = Z t or of Sa = Zgi_v Therefore D is
contained in the maximal torus T2 = Ziq3 + 1)(q_l) or Tx = Z(?3_1)((y+1) of C =
Cc (D). Hence /) is a Sylow /--subgroup of the cyclic maximal torus T2 or Tv
Similarly one can show that D is the Sylow /--subgroup of Tx or T2 for

e g {2, 3,6}. Hence (a) holds.
Let e = 1 and 7 = T2. Suppose that r + 2. Then C = CG(s3), where /) is a Sylow
/--subgroup of the central torus Sa of C with order ISJ = q — 1. The canonical

character 9 of the root b of B in C has Z) in its kernel ker0 by [7, p. 205].
Furthermore, 0 is projective as an irreducible character of C/D by Brauer's
extended first main theorem. Since the centralizer of all noncentral semisimple
elements of SL2(<?3) are cyclic, it follows from the character table [6, pp. 228 and
235], and Proposition 2.2 that there is a regular r'-element s of C in T with order
o(s)\q3 + 1 such that 0 = eC(/j)£r«r,s> because e = 1. As D < ker0, Theorem
7.2.8

of [2] implies

that

D < keri.

Furthermore,

s g {í10, s9, sn}

up to Ga-

conjugacy.
If e = 1, and T = 7\, then the same argument shows that 0 = £c(D)£7-«7-,s>where
s = ss is a regular /-'-element of G„ with order o(s) \q + I.
Suppose that e = 2, and T = Tv Then there exists a regular /-'-element 5 of C
such that 0 = eC(D)eTRT,s is the canonical character of b, where o(s)\q3 - 1.
Hence j G [s5, s8, s4}. If e = 2, and T = T2, then by the same argument s = su.
Let e = 3. Then r | i?2 + q + 1, and C = CG(s4) by Proposition 2.2. Furthermore,
T = Tv By the character table [13] of SL3(t7) there is a regular /-'-element s of C
contained in T such that 0 = £C(D)etrt.s 1S tne canonical character of b, where
o(í)|í72

- 1. Hence 5 g {s8, s7}.

If e = 6, then the same argument shows that s g {s3, su}, T = T2.
Yet e = 12. Then D is a Sylow r-subgroup of the cyclic Coxeter torus T = T5. Its
elements i # 1 are regular by Table 4.4. In particular, C = CG(D) — T. If B is not
the principal r-block, then the canonical character 0 of the root b of B in C is of
the form 0 = s, where 5 is a regular /-'-element of T. So B is the principal r-block if
and only if D is a Sylow r-subgroup of T5 and s = 1.
If r = 2, then Proposition 5.3 asserts that the generator x of /) has order 2a + 1,
and that D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a cyclic maximal torus T. Hence x is regular by
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Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, and C = CG(D) = T. Therefore the canonical character 0
of the root b of B is of the form 0 = s, where 5 g T is a regular r '-element of G,
because B has inertial index one by Dade's theorem. Thus (b) holds.
Suppose that B is a nonprincipal r-block. Then in any case for e G {1,2,3,5,12}
we have shown that the canonical character 0 of a root b of B in C = CG(D) is of
the form 0 = £C(D)etrt,s> where s is a regular r'-element of C contained in a cyclic
torus T. Furthermore, D < kers, where s is the linear character of /"corresponding
to s g T. By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 sy is a regular element of G0 for each
1 =t=y g D. Hence each xJV = etrt,Tv w^h l#jGD<risan
irreducible char-

acter of G0 by Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 7.3.5 of [2].
Two irreducible characters of G„ belong to the same r-block of G„ if they agree on
all r'-elements, see [7, p. 150 and p. 179]. Thus all irreducible characters xSF>
1 =£y g D, belong to one r-block Bl of G„ by Lemma 5.5. Let Dx be its cyclic
defect group. For x g D xsv(x) = eRt.s(x)

= eec(x)er\C(x)\p-s(x)

by Lemmas 3.2

and 5.5, where
s\i{x) =-

£
\CW(T)(X)\

s(wxw~l).

*^W(T)

As D < kerî, 5(jc) = |IF(r): C^(r)(x)| + 0 by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. Thus XsvC*)
# 0 for every x g D, and D =c £>! by Lemma 59.5 of [6] and (a). Let bx be a root
of /?! in C = CGfD). As shown above there is a regular element s1 of r such that
the canonical character of bY is of the form ®l = eceTRc-s. Let Jf be the Brauer
homomorphism from the center ZFG„ into ZFC with respect to /). Let cosbe the
central character of xJV, and us¡ the one of 0,. As Bx = ¿>f°it follows from Brauer's
extended first main theorem that us '= ws jif on ZFGa.
From [7, p. 144], we obtain for every r'-element x G 7" that

l*C°lX„-(*)

-/v¡—

X^1)

-

|*C|0!(*)
a m—

mod77/?.

©it1)

Applying Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 7.5.1 of [2] we get
\xG'\ecCij(x)et\Cc(x)\p's(x)

_ \xC\ecc(X)et\Cc(x)\p>sAx)

\T\\Ga:T\p,
Hence

ec^(x)\Ga:CGfx)\ps(x)

Proposition

C^^O),

\T\\C:T\P>
= eCc<x)\C:Cc(x)\pSi(x).

Corollary

2.2 assert that ec. (JC)= eCr(x) for all r'-elements

6.5.7 of [2] and

x G r. Let Cx =

and IF, = W(T). Then
S(x) =-

£

î(wxw_1)

IÍ-1 I w«=H',

= -s,(x) =-

Y, Si(wxw~x).

l^lwelf

Since (|TyX)|, r) = 1, and D is in the kernel of s and s1; it follows that í and îx are
IFÍTj-conjugate.
Hence 6 and öj are A/G(/))-conjugate, because W(T) =
NG(D)/CG(D) by Proposition 1.2. Therefore ¿ = 5,. Let i = |C^(j)|. Then t is
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the inertial index of B, and it follows from Dade's theorem [7, p. 177] that the
(\D\ — l)t'x irreducible characters xJV, 1 ^ y g D, are the exceptional characters of

B.
If s is regular in G„, then xs = etrt.¡ IS an irreducible character of Ga, which by
the previous argument belongs to B. By Lemma 3.4 i = 1. Hence by Dade's theorem
Xj is the only nonexceptional character of B.
Suppose that 5 is not regular. Let e = 1. Then T = T2 and s g (s10, s9} by the

proof of (b). B has inertial index t = 2 by Lemma 3.4. Let s = s10. Then by
Theorem 4.3
Xj.l

= ~l(«2,10

+ «6,10 )'

X.s,St = ~"2(«2,10

_ «6,lo)-

Using Proposition 2.2 and Tables 3.6 and 4.4 it follows that \xc°\R6tl0(x)/xs,u(1)
mod ttR for every r'-element

e = i, o = xv(i)/2x..«(i)
r'-element

- i mod w« byTable 4-4- Xm,U) = -*2.i(*)for

every

x g G0 by Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 5.5. Hence

l*c-lx,„,(*) s |*c°![-«2»]
XÎ>H(1)
Therefore

- 0

x of Ga. Let 1 ¥=y G D. Then xsr belongs to B. Since

s

l*c-lx„(*) s l*c'lx„(*)

2Xî)„(l)

xv(l)

X,,(l)

Xio.i and Xio.st are the two nonexceptional

characters of 5. Now let

ä = sq. Then by Theorem 4.3
Xs,l = -¿(«6,9

+ 3«2,9 + 2«4i9),

Xs.St = ¿(-«6,9 _ 3«2,9 + 2«4,9)-

Using Proposition 2.2 and Tables 3.6 and 4.4 it follows that

I^IW-0.^M»)
Xs,u(l)

mod„R
Xs.ui1)

for every r'-element x of G„. Applying the above argument again we see that X9,i
and X9,st are the nonexceptional characters of B.

Let e = 3. Then T = 7\ and 5 = j7 by the proof of b). Now
X,.i = -H«i,7

+ «6,7).

Xs,s« = -ttRr,i

- «6,7)

by Theorem 4.3. Using Proposition 2.2 and Tables 3.6 and 4.4 it follows that for
every r'-element

x G Ga

ö#,0

Let 1 =t y g D. Then \

mod-TTtf.

belongs to B. Since e = 3,
X„(l)
g3 + 1
u = —:——- = „ „ = 1

2x^(1)

W

mod 7t/<

by Table 4.4, where n g {0,3}. From Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 5.5 follows that
Xsy(x) = -Rx s(x) for every r'-element

l*C"lx,,„(*)_
X,.B(1)

|*C°|[-«i»]
2Xi.u(l)

x of GB. Hence

_, \xC-\x,y(x) _ \xG°\x,y(x)
vXj,(1)
X,,(l)
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Therefore x 7 and x 7 st are me two nonexceptional characters of B.
Replacing q by -q the cases e = 2, 6 follow from the cases e = 1,3, respectively.
Let ß be the r-block of CG(s) containing the unipotent characters sxu corresponding to xs,u of B. Then B = ßG" by [7, p. 136], because the linear character 5 of
T = CG(s) n CG(D) is the canonical character of /?. Hence (d) holds.
Finally let B be the principal r-block. Then D is the Sylow r-subgroup of the
Coxeter torus T5. Therefore every element 1 + y g D is regular by Propositions 2.1
and 2.2, and B has inertial index i = 4 by Proposition 1.2. Hence B has \(\D\ — 1)
irreducible nonexceptional characters xv with 1 # y g D by Lemma 5.5 and the
proof of (b). Furthermore, the following 4 unipotent irreducible characters 1, St, p1
and 3D4[-1] belong to B by Table 4.4. Hence by Dade's theorem we have found all
the characters of B. This completes the proof.

Lemma 5.7. Let r G {p,2,3}, and let B be an r-block of Ga =3D4(q) with a
noncyclic defect group D. Let H = NG(D). Then:
(a) CG (D) = T is a maximal torus of G„.
(b) Up to G„-conjugacy there exists a unique r'-element s G T and a root b of B in
CG(D) = Tsuch that the linear character sofT is the canonical character of B.

(c) Let W(T) be the Weyl group of T. Then the inertial subgroup TH(b) =
T(D ■ CW(T)(s)), where D ■C^-p^s) denotes the split extension of D by CW(T)(s)
induced by the action of W(T) on T.
(d) If Bx is the Brauer correspondent of B in H, then its r-adic block ideal Bx is
Monta equivalent to the group algebra R[D ■ Cw,T)(s)], and k(Bx) = /c0(5,) =

k(S[DCmT)(s)])^\D\.
Proof, (a) As D is not cyclic, Lemma 5.2 asserts that D is an abelian Sylow
r-subgroup of G„. By Corollary 5.19 of [1, p. 212] and Proposition 2.2, CG(D) = T
is a maximal torus of G0.

(b) Let the r-block b of CGfD) = T be a root of B, and let 0 g lrrs(b) be the
canonical
is up to
r \ \T:D\,
(c) The

character of B. Certainly 0 is a linear character of T. As D ç ker@ there
//-conjugacy a unique element s of T such that 0 = s g \rrs(T). As
s is clearly an r'-element. Furthermore, lrrs(b) = [sy\ y g D}.
inertial subgroups of b and x are given by

T„(b)=T„(e)=T(D-CmT)(s)),
because W(T) = NGfT)/T = NGfD)/T.

Since r<£{2,3, p}, it follows from

Proposition 1.2 and the lemma of Schur and Zassenhaus that D ■C^j-^s)
split extension of D by CW(T)(s) induced by the action of W(T) on T.

is the

(d) Yet B' = bT"ih) be the block of TH(b) with the same block idempotent as b,
and let B be its r-adic block ideal. If Bi denotes the r-adic block ideal of the Brauer
correspondent Bx of B in //, then by Theorem 2.5 of [7, p. 197], the algebras B and
Bx are Morita equivalent, and k(B') = k(B1), k0(B') = A:0(«i)It is easy to see that B' = R[D ■CW{T)(s)]. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 \CW(T)(s)\

divides 24. As D is abelian and ri

{2,3}, it follows that

k(B') = k0(B') = k(s[D-CmT)(s)}).
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Hence k(Bx) = k0(Bl) < \D\, the latter inequality follows by application of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 and the structure of the group algebra S[D ■CW(T)(s)].
Proposition

5.8. Let B be an r-block of Ga with a noncyclic abelian defect group

8(B) = GD. Then the following assertions hold:
(a) CG(D) = T is a maximal torus of Ga, and D is a Sylow r-subgroup of T.
(b) Up to G„-conjugacy there exists a unique r'-element s g T and a root b of B in
CG(D) = Tsuch that the linear character sofT is the canonical character of B.

(c) If H — NG(D), and TH(b) denotes the inertial subgroup of b in H, then

TH(b)/T = Cw^(s), where W(T) = NGfT)/T.
(d) An irreducible character x,,u of G„ belongs to B if and only if' t —G sy for some
y g D, and xu 's a unipotent irreducible character of Cc (sy) such that syxu belongs to

an r-block ß ofCGfsy) with B = ßG-.
(e) B is the principal r-block of G„ if and only if s = 1 and r > 5.
(f) The number 1(B) of modular irreducible characters of B equals the number of
unipotent irreducible characters of CG(s), provided s i= 1.

Proof. By Humphreys' theorem [10] r + q. If r ¥= 3, then assertions (a), (b), and
(c) hold by Proposition 5.3 and Lemmas 5.7 and 5.2.
Let r = 3. Then by Lemma 5.4 D is a Sylow 3-subgroup of a maximal torus T of
G„. As D is not cyclic, T is isomorphic to T0, T3, T4, or T6 by Proposition 1.2. From

Corollary 5.19 of [1, p. 212], and Proposition 2.2 it follows that CGfD) = T. Thus
(a) holds, and (b) can now be shown as in Lemma 5.7. If s g T denotes the
canonical character of B, then TH(b) = TH(s) = [h G H\sh = s}. Hence (c) holds

also for p = 3.
(e) is a consequence of (b) and Brauer's third main theorem, because by Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 we may assume that r ^ 5.
(d) Fix s g T = CG(D) such that its corresponding linear character s of T is the
canonical character of a block b of CG(D) satisfying B = bc°. Then s is uniquely
determined by B up to G„-conjugation and \rrs(b) = [sy\y G £>}. Furthermore,

D < keri.
Let yC be the Brauer homomorphism with respect to D from ZFG„ into
ZFCG(D). As T= CG(D) and B = bG°, Brauer's extended first main theorem
implies that on each r-regular conjugacy class xG° of G„ with defect group D the
central linear character \ of B agrees with t(x) = 1/\Cjj(x)\Y.u,(Ejjs(wxw~1), where
H = H/T. Since by (a) D is a Sylow r-subgroup of T it follows from Proposition
1.2 that W(T) = H/T. Using now the notation introduced before Table 3.6 we
obtain t(x) = JfT¡(x). Therefore by [7, p. 144], an irreducible character x,.u OI"Ga

belongs to B if and only if
(*)

l-X:G°lx(x)

-'-fr—

= JÍT j(x) mod ttR for every r'-element x of T

X,,u(l)

with defect group D.
Suppose that the irreducible character x,,„ of G„ belongs to B. If / = /2 # 0
denotes the block idempotent of B, then A(/) = 1 G F. By Lemma 7.2 of [7, p. 179]
/ is a linear combination of r-regular class sums of G„. Therefore x,,u ^ 0 for some
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r'-element x. Hence i g T (up to G0-conjugacy) by Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 4.3.
Let i = zy = yz, where z g T is r-regular and y g D. By Lemma 5.5, «r ~ and
RT ¡ agree on all r'-elements x g G„, ind D is in the kernel of z g T.

As q ¥=2, we obtain from Theorem 4.3, Table 3.6, and Lemma 3.4 that for all
unipotent irreducible characters xu m Q?(0 antjl ah r'-elements x G T the following consequences hold mod itR.
i

\C ' T\

Xt.JX) = eC(7)—-—T£r«r,?(l)

= .

°

'., ,

x,,«(x) = -,-—RtAx)\^W(T)\0 I
Here we denote CGft) and CG(x) by C(i) and C(x), respectively. Hence, using
Lemma 3.2, one obtains

\xG°\x,Jx)= lG.:C(-OleC(oMM*)l<W')|
X-'-^

\CmT)(t)\\Ga:T\p,
_ \G„--C(x)\peCU)eTRTj(x)

\C(x):T\p.
_\Ga:

C(x) \peCi!)eC(x)\C(x) \p-jVtj(x)

\C(x):T\p\T\

\G,-C(x)\p
~EC(,X)EC(t)-"

T,t\X)

^Tj(x)

because re

{T0, T3, T4, T6}, and therefore eC(x)eC(/)= 1, by Proposition 2.2. Since

the right-hand side is independent of the unipotent irreducible character x„ of C(t),
it follows that x, „ and x,,„ belong to the same r-block B of G„, whenever \u and
X„2 are two unipotent irreducible characters of C(t). Furthermore, jVt;(x) =
JVT¡(x), because RT¡ = RT7^ and RT¡ agree on all r'-elements x g T. Now

Xr,„ G B implies that JTT¿(x) = JfTx(x) mod-nR. Since D is in the kernels of s
and z, and since D is the Sylow r-subgroup of T, it follows that z and í are
IF(i)-conjugate.
For every fixed Ga-conjugacy class yG° of G„ meeting D let syG¡¡= {xsv,M}>where
Xu runs through all the unipotent irreducible characters of C = CGfsy), and where s
denotes the canonical character of the root b of B in T = CG(D). Observe that by
Proposition 2.2 CG(sy) does not contain any unipotent irreducible characters xu ^
and only if sy is a regular element of T; in this case (sy)G consists only of the
irreducible character \
= ±RT~ of G0. The above argument with z^ replaced by
sy shows that for a fixed sy all xiv,„ e Lrrs(«)> where x„ runs through all unipotent
irreducible

(-y)c-

characters

of C = Cg(ív).

Thus we have shown that lrrs(B)

= U,,e

D
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Let y be a representation of a conjugacy class yG° with yG° n D ¥= 0. If sy is
not regular, then Proposition 2.2 and the character tables of [6 and 13] imply that all
unipotent irreducible characters xu or C= CG(sy) belong to the principal r-block
of C. Hence the irreducible characters x usy of C belong to an r-block ß of C with
root b in T = CC(D), because j is a canonical character of ß. In particular,
B = ßG" by Brauer's extended first main theorem. If sy is regular, then b = {sy\y

g D} = ß and CGfsy) = T. Hence B = ßG°. This completes the proof of (d).
(f) By (d) we know that B determines up to G0-conjugacy a unique r'-element
5 # 1 of G„ representing the canonical character s of B in T = CG(D). The number
of G„-conjugacy classes of maximal tori T¡ containing s equals by Proposition 2.2 the
number \sc | of unipotent irreducible characters xM of CG(s). By Lemma 5.5 and
Theorem 4.3 each irreducible character \t of B restricted to the r'-elements is a
linear combination of the RT s. Hence 1(B) = \sG \.

Theorem 5.9. Let B be an r-block ofG„ = 3D4(g) with defect group 8(B) = GD # 1,
where the prime r does not divide q. Then the following assertions hold:

(a) C = DCG(D) contains a maximal torus T such that H = NG(D) < NG(T).
(b) Up to G„-conjugacy there exists a unique r'-element jeT
and a root b of B in
C = DCG ( D ) such that the linear character sofT is the canonical character of B.

(c) // TH(b) denotes the inertial subgroup of b in H, then TH(b)/C — CW(T)(s),

where W(T) = NGfT)/T.
(d) B is the principal r-block of G„ if and only if s = I and D is a Sylow r-subgroup

ofG„.
(e) An irreducible character \, u °f G„ belongs to B if and only if t —Gsy for some
y G D, and xu 's a unipotent irreducible character of CG (sy) such that syxu belongs to

an r-block ß of CGfsy) with B = ßG.
(f) The number 1(B) of modular irreducible characters of B equals the number of
unipotent irreducible characters of CG( S ), provided s ¥= 1.

Proof. If the defect group D of B is cyclic or abelian, then all assertions hold by
Propositions 5.6 and 5.8. Hence we may assume that D is not abelian. Thus
r g {2,3} by Lemma 5.2. The proof of (f) is the same as in Proposition 5.8.

Suppose that r = 3, and that 3\q - 1. Then q * 2. By Proposition 5.4 D is a
Sylow 3-subgroup of G„. Theorem 9.2 of [7, p. 231] asserts that there is a central

element 1 * jc g D of order 3 and a 3-block bx of Cx = CGfx) such that B = bG°,
and bx has defect group 8(b) = D. From Proposition 2.2 and the proof of Proposition 5.4 it follows that Cx = U X Z, where Z is a cyclic group of order k =
\(q2 + q + I), and where U is a nonsplit extension of SL3(i7) by a cyclic group
Cl/C[ of order 3. In particular, each block bx is of the form bx = b0 ® z, where z
denotes a 3-block of defect zero of Z, and b0 denotes the principal 3-block of U.
Because of the structure of Cx we have C = DCGfD) < Cx, and C contains a
maximal torus T > Z such that T =G^T0, as 3\q - I. Now D normalizes T by

Corollary 5.19 of [1, p. 212]. Since D n T is a Sylow 3-subgroup of T and also the
largest abelian normal subgroup of D, it follows from Propositions 1.2 and 2.2 that
H = NG(D) < NC(T).
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The 3-block z of Z consists of one linear character s of f, because Z < T. As
Z ^ C = DCG(DX) < Cj and bx = b0 ® z, it follows from Brauer's extended first
main theorem that s is the canonical character of a pommon root block b of B and

bY in C. Certainly
r„(¿)

= [h g /vCc(D) |í* = í} = {/, g A/Go(r) |i* = s)

by Proposition 1.2. Therefore TH(b)/C — CmT)(s).
Since bx = b0 ® z, and z = {i}, it follows from Brauer's third main theorem that

B = B0 is the principal 3-block of G„ if and only if s = 1 and D is a Sylow
3-subgroup of G„.
As shown in the proof of Proposition 5.4, the cyclic group Cx/C[ of order 3 acts
trivially on Z. Thus y G CG(s) for every y g D.
Let x» he a fixed unipotent irreducible character of Cv = CG(sy). Now D n 7" is
a Sylow 3-subgroup of 7" for every maximal torus 7" £ C containing ív. Therefore
the irreducible characters xÎV,„ of G„ agree on all 3'-conjugacy classes of G„ by the
proof of Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 4.3, because D Pi 7" c keri and .s g 7". Hence

Osima's theorem and Lemma 4.2 of [7, p. 150], imply that all xsy u Wlm y ^ D
belong to the same 3-block B' of G„. By Proposition 2.2 the unipotent irreducible
characters x„ of Cv belong to the principal 3-block b$ of C . Hence by the structure
of Cv the irreducible characters syxu belong to one 3-block by of Cv = CG(sy) with
defect group D2 = D n C and canonical character s. As CC(D2) Ç Cy, Lemma 6.1

of [7, p. 209] asserts the existence of (bv)G-, and B = (bv)G° by Brauer's extended
first main theorem, because both blocks have the same canonical character. Applying now the proof of Proposition 5.8(d) we see that B' = B. Hence all irreducible
characters xsv.u 0I G<, such that syxu belongs to a 3-block by of Cc(sy) with
(bv)G° = B are contained in B.

As 31q - 1, it follows from Theorem 4.3 and Table 4.4 that B0 contains the
unipotent irreducible characters
U(B0)=

{l,[£l],[e2],St,

Pi,p2,3D4[l]}.

Since the order of the Sylow 3-subgroup P divides the degree of 3D4[-1], this
unipotent irreducible character belongs to a 3-block of G„ with defect zero. Hence
all other 3-blocks of G„ with positive defect are not unipotent.
For every fixed G0-conjugacy class yG° of G„ meeting D let syG = {xiV,u}> where
Xu runs through all the unipotent irreducible characters of C, = CG(sy). Let yx = 1,

y2,...,yt
be representatives of these conjugacy classes of 3-elements. As no y¡ is
conjugate to the involution s2 it follows from Proposition 2.2 that Cv — CG(syi) =
CG(_y,) for / = 2,3,..., i provided sy, is of type j4 or ss and s + 1 or j = 1 and y¡
is of type S3, s4, or s5. In particular, the irreducible characters sy¡xu of Cv belong to
one 3-block by of Cy¡= CG(^,) = CG(sy¡) with B = (by )c°, and the number of
3-modular characters of bv¡ is 1(b) = \(sy¡)GJ for i = 2,3,..., t, because no sy¡ is
regular by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and Table 4.4. An application of Theorem 68.4
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of [6] now yields that the number of ordinary irreducible characters of B is

k{B)=Îi(bJ=
1=1

¿|(V|)J.
7=1

This completes the proof of (e) in the case r = 3 and 31q — 1.
If 31 q + 1, then s3, s4, and s5 are replaced by the representatives i7, s9, and s10,
respectively. Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 4.3 and Table 4.4 that the
principal 3-block B0 contains the unipotent irreducible characters U(B0) = {1, [e,],
[e2], St, p2, 3D4[-l], 3/>4[l]}, and in this case px is of defect zero. With these changes
the above argument applies in this case. Hence Theorem 5.9 holds for r = 3.
So we may assume that r = 2, and q is odd. With the notation of Proposition 5.3
it follows that D is one of the 2-groups P, S*Z, or S, where P is a Sylow
2-subgroup of G„, S is a semidihedral group of order |,S| = 2"+2 and Z is a cyclic
group of order |Z| = 2". Furthermore, by Propositions 1.2, 2.1, and 5.3 we may
assume that q = 1 mod 4, because the case q = 3 mod 4 follows similarly.

Suppose that D is a semidihedral group of order \D\ = 2" +2, where 2" is the
highest power of 2 dividing q - 1. As D is a defect group of the 2-block B, Theorem

3.15 of [12] and the proof of Proposition 5.3 imply that k(B) = 2" + 4, k0(B) = 4,
kx(B) = 2" — 1 and kv(B) = 1, where kt(B) denotes the number of irreducible
characters of B with highest i, and where v = 2". By Theorem 9.2 of [7, p. 231],
there is a central element 1 ¥=x g D and a 2-block bx of Cx = CGfx) such that
B = bG° and D is a defect group of bv Again by the proof of Proposition 5.3 we
may assume that x is either of type s7 or sl0. Yet x be of type s7. Then by
Propositions 1.2 and 2.1 Cx contains a maximal torus Tx — Z(<?3_1)((?+1)
such that
C = DCG(D) > Tx. Furthermore, there exists up to G„-conjugacy a unique element
s e Tx of odd order dividing

«7+1

such that the linear character

s of Tx is the

canonical character of a common root block b of C of the blocks B and bx. Each
irreducible character x
0I" ^„ with y G D belongs to B by the proof of
Proposition 5.8(d), Lemma 5.5, and Theorem 4.3. The center Z(D) of D has order 4.
Applying Propositions 1.2 and 2.2 and Lemma 3.4 we see that there are two
conjugacy classes of G„ of the form sy with y g Z(D). As D is a Sylow 2-subgroup
of CG(sy) for y g Z(D) it follows from Proposition 2.2 and Table 4.4 that each of
the four irreducible characters xsy,u with y g Z(D) has height zero. Since k0(B) =
4, all other irreducible characters of B have positive height. By Proposition 1.2 Tx
has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup (y) of order 2U+1. Therefore y' ¡£ Z(D) for 1 < / <
2" - 1. Proposition 2.1 and Table 4.4 assert that each element sy' of Tx is regular.

Thus each irreducible character xsy', 1 < /' < 2" - 1, of 5 has height 1 by Table 4.4.
As q = I mod 4 the Sylow 2-subgroup of the maximal torus T6 of G„ is a Klein four
group by Proposition 1.2. Applying again Table 4.4 and Proposition 2.1, we see that
there is a y g D such that sy is a regular element of T6. Hence xsv is an irreducible
character of B with height v = 2". Therefore we have found all irreducible characters of B. Replacing Tx and s7 by T2 and sx0, respectively, the remaining case is
proved similarly. Hence all assertions (a)-(e) hold for blocks B of G„ with a
semidihedral defect group D, because the same arguments hold in the case q = 3

mod 4.
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Suppose that D — S * Z, where S is a semidihedral group of order |S| = 2a + 2 and

Z is a cyclic group of order \Z\ = 2". Let q = I mod4. By Theorem 9.2 of [7, p.
231], there is a central element 1 # x G D and a 2-block bx of Cx = CG(x) such
that B = bx° and D is a defect group of bx. Again by proof of Proposition 5.3 we
may assume that x is either of type s3 or s5. In both cases it follows that C, contains

a maximal torus T0 = Zi.j

X Zq_x such that C = DCG(D) > 7J,. Let x be of type

s3, and let ft be a root of B and therefore of bx in C. Then there exists up to
G„-conjugacy a unique element s G T0 of odd order dividing ¿7-1 and of type s3
such that the linear character î of T0 is the canonical character of B. Applying again
Lemma 5.5, Theorem 4.3, and the proof of Proposition 5.8(d) it follows that each
irreducible character xsy,u °f G„ with y G D belongs to B. Using now Proposition
2.2 and Theorem 68.4 of [6] as in the case r = 3 it follows that we have found all
irreducible characters of B. The remaining cases x -Gs5 and «7= 3 mod4 are dealt

with similarly.
By Proposition 5.3 only the principal 2-block B0 of Ga has a Sylow 2-subgroup P
as a defect group. Furthermore, the above argument shows that each irreducible
character xY,u Wlth y G « belongs to B0. Therefore all unipotent irreducible
characters of G„ are contained in B0. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.9.
As a first application of Theorem 5.9 we verify Brauer's height zero conjecture in
the case of the simple triality groups G„ = 3D4(q).
Corollary
5.10. Let B be an r-block of G with defect group D. Then every
irreducible character x of G„ belonging to B has height zero if and only if D is abelian.

Proof. If r\q, then by Humphreys [10] we may assume that B = B0, the
principal r-block of G„. The Sylow r-subgroup of G„ has order qn and is not
abelian. By Table 4.4, B0 has unipotent irreducible characters of positive height. So
we may suppose that r + q.
By Lemma 5.2 and Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 the r-block B has an abelian defect
group D if and only if D is a Sylow r-subgroup of a maximal torus T of G„. Hence,
if D is abelian, then Theorem 5.9 and Table 4.4 imply that all irreducible characters
of B have height zero. Suppose that D is not abelian. Then r g {2,3} by Lemma
5.2. By Theorem 5.9(a) and (b) C = DCGfD) contains a maximal torus T of G„ such
that there is up to G„-conjugacy a unique r'-element í g T which corresponds to the
canonical character of B. In the proof of Theorem 5.9(e) we have shown that for
every y g D which is not GD-conjugate to a central element of D the irreducible
characters xJV „of 5 have positive height. This completes the proof.
Brauer's conjecture on the number k(B) of irreducible characters of an r-block B

of G„ follows also.

Corollary
Proof.

5.11. Let B be an r-block of G„ with defect group D. Then k(B) < \D\.

Since k(B) — 1 for every r-block of defect zero, we may assume that

\D\*\.
If r | q, then B is the principal block of G„ by [10], and

HB)-K

+ q] + q22+q + ^
\q4 + q3 + q2 + q + 5,

lf2"'
if 2 It?,
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by Proposition 2.3. As |D| = q12,we get k(B) < \D\.
Suppose that r \ q. If D is abelian, then Z) is a Sylow r-subgroup of a maximal
torus T of G„ by Lemma 5.2, Proposition 5.3, and Proposition 5.4. Therefore
Proposition

1.2 asserts that D can be generated by one or two elements. Thus

k(B) < |fl| by Theorem 10.13of [7, p. 316].
If D is nonabelian, then r G {2,3} by Lemma 5.2. Let r = 3. Then 3 + q, and D
is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G„ by Proposition 5.4. Suppose that 3" is the highest power
of 3 dividing q — 1. By Theorem 5.9 there is a semisimple 3'-element s of G„ such
that each irreducible character x of B is of the form x = Xsy.w where y is
G„-conjugate to an element of D, and where x„ is a unipotent irreducible character
of CG(sy). Furthermore, B = B0 if and only if s = 1. Since by the proof of Theorem
5.9 the principal 3-block B0 has 7 unipotent irreducible characters, it follows from
Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 5.9(e) that

k^B'

6 + 4-3",
110 + 4-3",

ifi#l,
ifs = l.

In any case k(B) < 32+2a = \p)\. The same argument applies, if 3\q + 1.

Let r = 2. Then 2 + q, and D g {P, S * Z, S} by Proposition 5.3, where P is a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G„ of order \P\ = 22 + 2a, S is a semidihedral group of order
|£| _ 2" + 2, and Z is a cyclic group of order \Z\ = 2", and where 2" is the highest
power of 2 dividing q — 1 or /j + 1. Furthermore, the principal 2-block B0 is the
only 2-block of highest defect, and it has 8 unipotent irreducible characters by the
proof of Theorem 5.9(e). Another application of Proposition 2.2, Table 4.4, and

Theorem 5.9(e) yields that for 2" | q - 1
(14 + 2"
k(B)={

if D = GPand q = 3,

14 + 2U+1 if D=cfnndq
2 + 2"+1

if D=Gß*Z,

4 + 2"

if D = GS.

# 3,

Hence k(B) < |/J>|in any of these cases. If 2" \ q + 1, then the assertion follows by a
similar count for k(B). This completes the proof.
We also can verify the Alperin-McKay conjecture for the simple triality groups.

Corollary
5.12. Let B be an r-block with defect group D of G„. Let Bx be the
Brauer correspondent of B in H = NG(D). Then k0(B) = kQ(Bx).
Proof. If r = p | q, then by [9] k0(B) = k0(Bx), as was pointed out by Feit [7, p.

171].
Let r + q. If D is abelian, then k(B) = k0(B) by Corollary 5.10. Furthermore,
k(B) = k(Bx) by Propositions 5.6 and 5.8 and Lemmas 3.4 it and 3.5. Using the
proof of Lemma 5.7 it follows that k0(Bx) = k(B). Hence k0(B) = k0(Bx).
Let D be nonabelian. If r = 2, then by the proof of Theorem 5.9 and Corollary
5.10 it follows (with the notation of Proposition 5.3) that

if D =Gf,
Z\

if D=GS*Z,
if D =GS.
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So we may assume that r = 3. As D is not abelian, it is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G„
by Proposition 5.4.
If q = 2, then G„ has only the principal 3-block B0 as a 3-block of highest defect.
By Table 4.4 and the proof of Theorem 5.9 the set of irreducible characters of B0
with height zero is
Irr°(/?0)=

{l,[e1],[£2]>St)32>4[-l],3/)4[l],X9,i,X9,s,IX9,^}.

where s9 denotes a representative of order 3. As q = 2 it follows from Proposition

1.2, Lemma 3.5, and Theorem 5.9 that H = NGfD) = NGfT6).Therefore H = U3(2)
by Proposition 2.2. Let b0 be the principal 3-block of H. Using the character table of
Simpson and Frame [1] it follows that lrr°(b0) = {1,11,12,2,22,8,81,82}, where the
irreducible characters of H with height zero are denoted by their degrees. As
Bx = b0 by Brauer's third main theorem, we obtain that k0(B) = 9 = k0(Bx).
Thus we may assume that q > 2. Hence either 3|g-lor3|<7+l.
Let 31 q - 1.
Since the number of 3-blocks with highest defect equals the number of 3-regular
conjugacy classes with highest defect, it follows from Table 4.4 and Proposition 2.2
that G„ has the principal 3-block B0 and \-(q2 + q - 2) many nonunipotent

3-blocks B with defect group 8(B) = GD. Let B = B0. By the proof of Theorem 5.9
Irr0(-ß0) = {l, kL [e2]>St<Pi. Pi. X4,i. X4.st.X4,,,-}>
where s4 denotes a representative of order 3. From Theorem 5.9, Proposition 1.2 and

Lemma 3.4, it follows that H = NGfD) = NGfT0) and H/T0 » Dx2. Using the
action of DX2 on T0 it is easy to see that the Brauer correspondent Bx of B0 has
k0(Bx) = k0(b0) = 9. Thus k0(B0) = 9 = k0(Bx).
Now let t9 be a nonprincipal 3-block, and b its Brauer correspondent in

H = NGfD) = NGfTQ).Then lrr°(B) = {x^X^st.X^,}.

where s4 = yc with y

an element of order 3 in the center of SY3(q) and c # 1 a fixed representative of
3'-conjugacy class of the cyclic group S„ = Zqi+q+x described in Proposition 2.2.
Also b is determined

by the conjugacy class ch', as follows from Brauer's first main

theorem. From Theorem 5.9(c) and Lemma 3.4 it follows that k0(b) = k0(B).
The remaining case 3\q + 1 follows similarly, with q replaced by (-q), which
means replacing s4 by s9 and p,, p2 by 3Z)4[-1], 3D4[1], respectively. This completes

the proof.
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